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Serve The People-Los Angeles Begins Organizing Efforts in Boyle Heights and in Downtown LA
Organizers in Eastern LA have taken to the streets armed
with sack lunches and revolutionary literature in an attempt to
show solidarity with workers who are struggling to get by under capitalist oppression and exploitation.
Serve the People - Los Angeles with the help of a student
from CALÓ YouthBuild and a representative from the Indigenous Peoples Liberation Party-Califas Region spent the early
evening of May 13 in Boyle heights distributing free meals to
workers as they returned home from work.

“We revolt simply
because, for many
reasons, we can
no longer breathe”
―Frantz Fanon

Due to their experiences with the shallow, self-serving charity
efforts of churches and other non-revolutionary organizations,
many were initially distrustful of STP-members. Through conversation, workers began to realize the STP isn’t a charity organization. They are a collective of proletarian militants looking to act in solidarity with others who are ground down by
capitalism. Continued on page 3...
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“East Side Mural Ride” Celebrates The Unique
Art and Culture of East LA in the Face of
Gentrification
Nearly 100 riders rode through East Los Angles on Saturday, May 15 to explore the areas
rich collection of Murals. Once known as the
“mural capital of the world,” East Los Angeles
has countless buildings bearing these historic
masterpieces.
The event was sponsored by Multicultural
Communities for Mobility, the Ovarian PsycoCycles, Comida No Bombas-LA and several
other community based organizations in East
Los Angeles to help build the movement
against gentrification in the area.

ships faced by the oppressed nation proletarian population that has historically resided in
the area and gentrification threatens to undermine the community that created them.
From New York to Los Angeles, gentrification
is reshaping neighborhoods and uprooting
their communities and history has shown that
it is a difficult monster to overcome, but
events like the “East Side Mural Ride” inspire
a culture of struggle against developers, yuppie small business owners, and new tenants
who disrespect the community and seek to
turn these neighborhoods into their personal
playgrounds at the expense of long time residents.

Boyle Heights, like downtown, Echo Park,
and other areas around Los Angeles are under attack by developers and land lords who
are looking to make a quick buck by catering That being said, only proletarian revolution
to new middle class and predominantly white can completely end gentrification. Safe, reliatenants.
ble, long term housing is a social right that
can only be guaranteed by a society driven by
Through intimidation, lies, police harassment,
need rather than profit.
shady business deals, and economic strong
arming, working class people of oppressed Dare to Struggle! Dare to Win!
nations are being pushed out of neighborhoods their families have called home for decades.
In addition to displacing vulnerable members
of the community, gentrification often comes
at the price of destroying the local culture. Old
homes and apartment buildings are torn down
and replaced with sterile, lifeless condos. The
murals of East Lost Angeles are a product of
the experiences of people who grew up in LA.
These paintings embody the joy and hard-
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Members of Serve the People-Los Angeles distributing sack lunches to workers in Boyle Heights

Capitalism has taught workers to distrust people in their communities. A primary task of
revolutionaries is to build a culture of trust and
solidarity among the proletariat. Serve The
People LA seeks to do this through our food
and resource distribution programs.

nities with the goods and services they need
to survive.

Serve The People-LA is seeking out individuals around Los Angeles who feel inspired to
take part in such a project. STP needs people
who are able and willing donate their time,
These kinds of programs, pioneered in the US food, clothing, sporting equipment etc.
by the revolutionary communist organization,
For more information, please visit the STP-LA
the Black Panther Party, have been coopted
facebook page or contact directly.
and watered down by churches, non-profits,
and government services. What were original- www.facebook.com/ServeThePeopleLA
ly independent institutions of solidarity and
people’s power were defanged and used to ServeThePeopleLA@gmail.com
subdue and tame revolutionaries.
Serve The People aims to revive the revolutionary spirit of solidarity and mutual aid. As
the capitalist welfare state withers away and
social services are cut and people begin to
see the true nature of capitalist charities and
non-profits, it has become necessary to build
new institutions that can provide their commuPage 3

Longshoremen Shut Down Port of Oakland!
Oakland, CA– Members of the International Longshore and Warehouse Union Local
10 shut down the Port of Oakland, the fifth
busiest port in the country to protest police violence in solidarity with the Black
Lives Matter movement on May 1st, International Workers Day.
Among the approximately 2,000 people in
attendance who worked to shut down the
port were union militants from a number of
labor organizations and community groups
involved in the struggle against exploitation and oppression. The event began with
a rally and was followed by a march from
the port to city hall.
The ILWU has a long and rich history of
radical political unionism. During the cold
war, the union resisted the red-baiting of
US politicians and refused to turn its back
on urgent political issues in favor of focusing only on bread-and-butter unionism.

when white workers went on strike.
By taking a principled anti-racist stand in
their organizational efforts, the ILWU was
able to avoid this trap and fought to build
solidarity between white and oppressed
nation workers.
The Necessity of the Industrial Working
Class for Communist Revolution
The industrial working class, those engaged in production, construction, and
transportation hold an important position in
US society.
Because of their relationship with the
means of productions (the tools, machinery etc we use to produce the goods we
consume), these types of workers have
the power to immobilize the national economy which would undermine the ability for
the ruling class to assert its political and
economic dominance.

While the already existing militancy of unUnlike many unions in the United States,
ions like the ILWU is an objectively good
the ILWU has always been committed to
thing, communists must take it upon themfighting racism among its ranks and standselves to win over these segments of the
ing up for oppressed nation workers.
proletariat to the struggle for communist
Throughout history, employers have revolution.
sought to leverage the despicable national/racial chauvinist tendencies of many
privileged white workers against union efforts by recruiting oppressed nation workers to keep the production process moving
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Industrial and agricultural workers have
the power to transform society into one in
which the needs of all of humanity are the
number one priority of society.

The Fight for $15 and Communist Struggle
On Tuesday May, 19, the Los Angeles
City council voted in favor to raise the
city’s minimum wage to $15/hr over the
course of 5 years.
The Fight for $15 campaign marks an important moment in the history of the US
labor movement. Instead of focusing efforts on historically well paid, unionized
workers, this movement has mobilized
thousands of low wage workers, many of
whom face brutal racist oppression in addition to being exploited under capitalism,
to demand improved wages and the right
to a union.

ence between what workers need, and
what they deserve. Under capitalism, all
working class people are paid for less than
what they actually produce. The extra
money goes upwards into reproducing
their work environment (building costs,
supplies, utility bills etc) and the remainder, the profit, goes into the pockets of
corporate officials and investors.

This is a problem that capitalism can never
over come. The entire system depends on
exploiting workers and paying them less
than what they deserve. In order to have
rich people, you have to have poor people
and as we have seen, the rich are getting
While this wage increase will help provide
richer as the working class finds itself
some relief to working class people in Los
struggling more and more each year just
Angeles who are struggling to survive, it is
to get by.
important to put it into context. The true
victory of this campaign is not the wage The workers who have been on the front
increase. Rather, it is its ability to success- line of the fight for $15 campaign must
fully mobilize non-unionized workers to keep fighting. Not just for better wages
stand up and say “we will fight for more!”
and the right to a union, but for a world
without exploitation that is guided by the
The historically high cost of living in Los
principle “from each according to their abilAngeles is now hitting low wageworkers
ity, to each according to their need.”
even harder due to gentrification. Additionally, inflation and other cost of living in- Only communist revolution can provide
creases over the next five years will signifi- workers with what they need and deserve!
cantly reduce the actual increase in pur- Union struggle for better wages are an imchasing power. $15 is the bare minimum portant part of that, but we must always
that workers need to survive today, not in keep in mind the real goal: overthrowing
five years.
the capitalist class and building new working class power!
It is also important to point out the differ-
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Red and Internationalist May Day!

the countries oppressed by imperialism. Proletarians and masses cannot accept a worse and
Red Guards-Los Angeles and The New Communist Party- worse condition of life and work; a life of hardLiaison Committee Endorsed the following statement for ship with neither hope, nor future, and they hate
more and more their oppressed and harassers.
May Day 2015
Crises, wars, repression, oppression, unem- In the oppressed countries, workers, peasants
ployment, poverty!

and youth have repeatedly come out in the
streets braving severe repression to fight back
Proletarians and oppressed people, let us the attacks on their livehood; the peasantry,
unite and take the future in our hands!

main force for the New Democratic Revolution,
withstand the reactionary anti-peasants policies
Long live Revolution!
of displacement and annihilation and persist in
the struggle for lands against old and “new”
Imperialism continues crossing a deep econom- forms of semi-feudal domination, base of the imic crisis and unloading it on the proletarians and perialist rule.
peoples of the world. They speak about recovery, but the only thing that recovers is the rush In the imperialist countries the uprisings of youth
to profits, wealth and arms.
and immigrants from Ferguson to Stockholm, to
the banlieues in Paris, the general workers’
For the proletarians, poor peasants and other struggles, which often clash with the repressive
people’s masses in every country of the world, apparatus of the State. All of this show that the
instead, we see unemployment, labor laws in- revolution, as tendency and need, is increasingcreasing precariousness, exploitation and slav- ly emerging and clashes the reactionarization
ery, misery, plunder of raw materials and energy
resources, devastation of environment and territories. Youth without work are now the majority,
in spite of their educational and cultural
growth. New technologies are used to make
more profits, intensify exploitation and the despotic command and control on labour and increase the destructive power of arms.

and fascistization of states and governments.
Wherever, in the struggles and people’s wars,
the forefront role of women advances, to put an
end to the heinous class and gender oppression
that fills the streets of the world of rapes, femicides, and to demand a revolution for a true liberation. In order to face and prevent the peo-

ple’s rebellion, imperialists, their States, their
Against this situation proletarians and masses right or claimed “left” governments, respond with
rise up, in the imperialist countries, as well as in fierce repression, massacres, persecution; dem-
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agogy and plotting. They establish police states
that rub out political, social and individual freedoms, in a vain attempt to stop the people’s
wave and the revolutionary organization of
masses.

mands a radical change and the only means to
achieve this is to overthrow, weapons in hand,
the ruling classes and establish a new society
free from exploitation, oppression and imperialism. Within the crisis become inter-imperialist
contradictions sharpen and tendency to a new
They also employed the enticements of the world partition war becomes more and more inelectoral farce of reformist, social-democrats sistent – although the contradiction between imand revisionist in order to contain the rage of the perialism and people and nation oppressed remass within their reactionary system. These mains the principle contradiction in the world –
forces foster the illusion that some ‘pro-people’ the revolution remains the main trend and is
government can overcome the ravages of the
crisis; for instance, in Greece, highest expression of the crisis in Europe, forces of new social
democracy as SYRIZA, come to power as a last
resort, but they are not able to stand up to the

embodied by the potential new wave of the
world proletarian revolution.

diktats of European capital and banks or give
response to the needs and struggle of masses. Also if the service done to imperialism by
such fake left forces who misguide the masses
still remain as a hurdle, in many countries the
masses respond with the intensification of the
class struggle and an increasingly massive abstention and boycott.

tries oppressed by imperialism, and proletarian
and socialist revolutions marching to communism in the imperialist countries, the rebellions of masses need a genuine revolutionary
communist party in each country, a united front
of all the exploited and oppressed masses led
by the proletariat and a revolutionary people’s
army. Where the masses lack these instru-

In order to become successful new democratic
revolutions marching to socialism in the coun-

ments, their heroic and bold struggles are deIn Ukraine and Eastern Europe reactionary, also
Nazi-like, forces advance, supported by US, EU
and NATO, in a framework of inter-imperialist
contention with Putin’s Russia. The masses are
justly struggling against fascism and Western
imperialism, but they need a genuine communist leadership to be not pawns of imperialist
Russia expansionism.

feated and / or end to be prey of reactionary
forces, always tied to imperialist system, that
can not free them from the social, economic and
political chains.
In the name of the war on terrorism, imperialism
unleashes wars and domestic terror. But imperialism is the true terrorism, the monster that we

must fight and overthrow. What in the world is
The rebellion of proletarians and masses de- worse than imperialism? Imperialism, especially
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US, intensifies the policy of war, invasion
and aggression in Iraq, Afghanistan and
fosters wars in Syria, Libya Yemen and
throughout the Middle East and West Asia.
They respond to the people’s revolts in the
Arab countries by installing in power forces
that continue the policy of the old tyrants
and regimes, as in Egypt, in cahoots and

perialism and the reactionary regimes in the
region, the masses can free themselves
from social and national oppression.
The bourgeoisie and its sophisticated intellectuals, in the imperialist citadels as in the
centers of culture in the countries oppressed by imperialism, sing the funeral of

alliance with the Zionist gendarme, Israel, the working class and its ideology, powerfuland other reactionary regimes in the region, ly drawn by Marx, Engels Lenin, Stalin Mao,
from Turkey to Iran, Saudi Arabia.
but in every corner of the world we are witIn these wars and interventions, they arm
feudal and reactionary forces which then
turn against them, bringing the war within
the imperialist countries themselves with

nessing a huge resumption of the workers’
struggle, classist and combative, that
shakes the citadels of capital, also in China,
as well as all countries of the alleged development of capital , the so-called, “emerging

fierce attacks that undermine the security
and strength of those States, within which
there are masses and sections of rebel immigrants who hate imperialism. In the field
where these direct and indirect interventions
took place, imperialism continues applying
the policy of Low Intensity Conflict (LIC)
with agents and plots to put masses against
masses, to divert the target of the struggles

countries”.

of the oppressed peoples from of their main
enemy, at the aim of dividing the antiimperialist united front, as now in Syria facing the Arab and Kurdish masses.

place in the world that does not see tensions and sharpening of the class struggle.
In this framework it is the People’s War, led
by Marxist-Leninist-Maoist parties, the only
strategic reference of the liberation struggle.

In the imperialist system, big countries,
such as Brazil, Turkey, etc. are crossed by
strong struggles of workers, peasants and
other masses and show how the economic
rise of these countries under the rule of imperialism makes them “giant with feet of
clay” and land of revolution. There is no

Where the ISIS advances, the masses fight
and resist, as Kurdish masses, with a lead- The People’s War in India, hitting directly at
ing role of women, in the front row in Roja- one of the major bastions of imperialism
va, Kobane. But only by fighting with the and reaction in the world, has roused great
People’s War, not only the ISIS but also im- enthusiasm among the revolutionary mass-
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es all over the world and become a powerful
internationalist rallying point. Together with
the People’s Wars in the Philippines, Peru,
and Turkey, it continues to undermine imperialism and shows the path to overthrow the
system of exploitation and oppression of imperialism and the feudal reactionary forces

reaction around the world!
Let us salute the martyrs of the people
and revolution, let us support the struggle and free revolutionary and communist political prisoners around the
world!

and the construction of a new power and
society.
Let us bring forth the genuine proletarian
internationalism in the leadership of proThe Marxist-Leninist-Maoists communists in letarian struggles, in the struggles of the
the world must construct and strengthen
Communist Parties to take up their tasks of
leadership and development, ridding their
ranks of revisionist and capitulationist
tendencies, as Prachandism in Nepal,

peoples to create the conditions and advance towards an international organisation of communists

Let us support people’s wars until victoAvakianism in the US, the Right Opportunist ry!
Line, in all forms, in Peru, etc., without falling, at the same time, into the sterile petty Let us take the future of communism in
our hands!
bourgeois revolutionarism and dogmatism.
The building of the communist parties must
take place in the fire of the class struggle
with close tie with the masses, in function of
the revolutionary struggle for the power.
This May Day 2015 calls us to lift high and
strong the red flag of communism and revolution in every demonstration, in every antiimperialist struggle in the world, bringing
and renewing with strength the slogan of:
“Proletarians and oppressed peoples of the
world, unite!”
Let us unite to stop imperialist and reactionary wars, to crush imperialism and
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What is MarxismLeninism-Maoism?
MLM is the synthesis of the experiences of class
struggle in all countries since the emergence of
the international proletariat more than 160 years
ago. It was forged and expounded mainly by Marx
and Engels, Lenin and Stalin, and Mao. Marxism,
Leninism, and Maoism are three stages in the development of proletarian theory, which advanced
through the heroic struggles waged by hundreds
of millions of downtrodden masses and the summing-up of the historical milestones of the world
proletarian revolution: the Paris Commune
(1871), the October Revolution (1903-1917), the

standing up and saying enough is enough.
They are getting angry and are taking to the
streets and picking up arms. However, passion isn’t enough to defeat our enemies. We
need strategy and leadership. A genuine
communist party seeks to play this role by
integrating into the struggles of the masses
for liberation not to take them over , but instead to become the struggles’ most steadfast and hardest working fighters and win
over the trust of the most politically advanced
groups and individuals in order to help channel the masses’ rage towards our only solution, communist revolution-the complete abolition and transformation of all exploitative social relations.

Chinese Revolution (1921-1949), and the Great

History has shown that we can not rely on the
capitalist parties or the state to consider our
1976). It is our ideological guide towards the coninterests. They are the representatives of the
struction of a communist society in which classes,
rich and will fight tooth and nail to defend this
sexism, racism and all other forms of oppression violent system of exploitation and oppression.
have been abolished!
We have been forced to accept fighting for
scraps from the table for too long. The Proletariat needs a revolution and a revolutionary
party to get what is rightfully ours.
Proletarian Cultural Revolution in China (1966-

Why does the Working
Class Need a Party?

We have nothing to lose but our

The 21st century has proven to be an era of
revolt. People from India to Ferguson are chains and a world to win!
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What is La Concha?
La Concha is an autonomous community center based
out of Boyle
Heights run by East
LA’s all women of
color bicycle advocacy and community building organization, The Ovarian
Psycos.
It seeks to create a
safe space for organizations in the
community to organize out of and to
hold public events.
La Concha graciously allows Red
Guards-Los Angeles to utilize their
space to co-host
monthly movie
screenings with our
comrades in the Juventud FMLN, a
Slavadoran revolutionary youth organization with a
branch in Los Angeles as well as our
weekly study
groups.
Check out Ovarian
Psyco-Cycles at:
http://
ovarianpsycos.com/

Study groups are open to all., particularly those who are not familiar with Maoism

Red Guards - Los Angeles (RGLA) Mission:
Red Guards - Los Angeles, as a cadre organization, seeks to politically
educate and revolutionize the communities in Los Angeles, especially
in Boyle Heights and East Los Angeles, into rivaling capitalistimperialist power structures by forming our own parallel dual power
systems. We seek to create and promote self-determination to oppressed communities through all practical means. We will join, promote and create, where appropriate, mass organizations to effectively
carry out building class consciousness and revolutionary organizing.
RGLA Vision:
We seek the creation of a communist society in the U.S. and the world
through a genuine proletarian revolution under the ideology of Marxism
-Leninism-Maoism, with heightened attention to the dynamic oppression faced by oppressed nations and nationalities within the U.S. We
understand the U.S. as being a settler-colonialist capitalist-imperialist
empire that houses several oppressed nations and oppressed immigrants/migrants that contribute to the wealth of this country. Our ultimate aim is communism, and we seek to welcome oppressed nations
and nationalities into our ranks, as well as nation and class traitors (i.e.
Euro-Americans and others).
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What is the New Communist
Party-Liaison Committee?

Contact Us

There is no revolutionary party in the US, despite there being parties
that claim to be the vanguard of the proletariat in the US. However,
there are numerous individuals and organizations throughout the US
with whom we share enough ideological unity as Marxist-LeninistMaoists to engage in building a party together. Thus, we have taken
up the task of forming the Liaison Committee for a New Communist
Party to engage these forces and begin taking the steps to unite.

Website: https://
www.redguardsla.org

The liaison committee functions by overseeing the establishment of
branches and collectives in different cities, states and regions of the
US. Each branch engages in doing political work among the masses
(organizing workers, students, women, etc.) on the basis of building
up for proletarian revolution. The different branches and collectives
are not just doing mass work but engage in political and ideological
struggle to put us on the path of building a strong, democratic centralist pre-party formation. As ideological unity is built in the Liaison
Committee, and more collectives and branches join, we will reach a
stage where can declare an organizing committee in which the infrastructure for the Communist Party will start to be built.

The purpose of the NCP-LC is to be this liaison between these
branches and collectives, to develop unity in practice and theory,
and to advance the study, propagation, and leadership among the
masses of communist politics guided by MLM until which time the
quantitative and qualitative conditions exist where a Party can be
organized.

How can people get involved?
By contacting a branch if they are in the areas they cover, or the national liaison if they are not. Generally membership is only after a
rigorous process of vetting for ideological and practical reasons, but
all branches engage in mass work that allows supporters to participate under the guidance of MLM.
On the other hand, we are always looking for collectives with proven
work among the masses as part of uniting the advanced. New
branches should spring everywhere – and the quickest way to become part of the NCP-LC is to develop your own independent collective and mass organization and join together as a group. We are
not a Party, not even a pre-Party, but a liaison committee, intended
to create liaisons among Maoist collectives. We are not an eclectic
formation, however – the points of unity are explicitly MLM – so
while fraternal relations are possible with communist, anarchist,
and other left forces, we are not a wider regroupment effort of the
left, but a Maoist pole making an honest attempt at the party building
process.
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Red Guards:

Email:
redguardsla@gmail.com
Facebook page: https://
www.facebook.com/
RedGuardsLA
Twitter:
@RedGuardsLA
NCP-LC:
Website: https://
www.ncplc.wordpress.c
om
Email:
ncpliaison@gmail.com
Facebook page: https://
www.facebook.com/
NCPLCMLM

